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Abstract. The problem of finding association rules from a dataset is to find all 
possible associations that hold among the items, given a minimum support and 
confidence. This involves finding frequent sets first and then the association 
rules that hold within the items in the frequent sets. In temporal datasets as the 
time in which a transaction takes place is important we may find sets of items 
that are frequent in certain time intervals but not frequent throughout the 
dataset. These frequent sets may give rise to interesting rules but these can not 
be discovered if we calculate the supports of the item sets in the usual way. We 
call here these frequent sets locally frequent. Normally these locally frequent 
sets are periodic in nature. We propose modification to the Apriori algorithm to 
compute locally frequent sets and periodic frequent sets and periodic 
association rules. 

1   Introduction 

The problem of mining association rules has been defined initially by R. Agarwal et al 
[1] for application in large super markets. Large supermarkets have large collection of 
records of daily sales. Analyzing the buying patterns of the buyers will help in taking 
business decisions. Mining for association rules between items in temporal databases 
has been described as an important data-mining problem. The market basket 
transaction is an example of this type.  

In this paper we consider datasets, which are temporal and the time in which a 
transaction has taken place is attached to the transactions. In large volumes of such 
data, some hidden information or relationship among the items may be there which do 
not necessarily exist or hold through out the period covered by the dataset. Such 
information may remain hidden because the support (as defined in [1]) of the 
association rules is less than the minimum support value provided by the user if the 
whole dataset is considered. It may be the case that these association rules hold for 
certain limited time periods and not through out the entire time period covered by the 
dataset. For finding such association rules we need to find itemsets that are frequent at 
certain time intervals but not frequent if the whole life span of the database is 
considered. We call such frequent sets locally frequent. From these locally frequent 
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sets, associations among the items in these sets can be obtained. Since a periodic 
nature is there in any natural event this kind of association rules normally hold 
periodically. And if such locally frequent sets are periodic in nature then we call these 
sets periodic frequent sets and the associated association rules as periodic association 
rules.   

In section 2 we give a brief discussion on the recent works in Temporal Data 
Mining. In section 3 we describe the terms and notations used in this paper. In section 
4, we give the algorithm proposed in this paper for mining locally frequent sets and 
local association rules. In section 5 we describe a way of extracting periodic frequent 
sets and the related association rules. We conclude with conclusion and lines for 
future work in section 6. 

2   Recent Works 

Given a set I, of items and a large collection D of transactions involving the items, the 
problem is to find relationships among the items. A transaction t is said to support an 
item if that item is present in t. A transaction t is said to support an itemset if t 
supports each of the items present in the itemset.  An association rule is an expression 
of the form X ⇒ Y where X and Y are subsets of the item set I. The rule holds with 
confidence τ if τ% of the transaction in D that supports X also supports Y. The rule 
has support σ if σ% of the transactions supports X ∪ Y.  A method for the discovery 
of association rules was given in [1]. This was then followed by subsequent 
refinements, generalizations, extensions and improvements. 

The association rule discovery process is also extended to incorporate temporal 
aspects. In temporal association rules each rule has associated with it a time interval 
in which the rule holds. The problems associated are to find valid time periods during 
which association rules hold, the discovery of possible periodicities that association 
rules have and the discovery of association rules with temporal features. In [2], [3], 
[4] and [5], the problem of temporal data mining is addressed and techniques and 
algorithms have been developed for this. In [2] the problem of mining interesting 
associations with a high confidence level but with little support is addressed. This 
problem is caused due to the way in which supports of item sets are calculated. At the 
denominator we have the total number of transactions in the database. For this reason 
the support of itemsets that appear in the transactions for a short period, may not 
satisfy the minimum threshold criterion for becoming frequent. To handle this 
problem, in this paper for each itemset a lifetime is defined which is the time gap 
between the first occurrence and the last occurrence of the item in the transactions in 
the database. Supports of items are calculated only during its life span. Thus each rule 
has associated with it a time frame corresponding to the lifetime of the items 
participating in the rule. An algorithm, which is an extension of the A priori 
algorithm, is then given in order to extract the temporal association rules.  

In [7], two algorithms are proposed for the discovery of temporal rules that display 
regular cyclic variations where the time interval is specified by user to divide the data 
into disjoint segments like months, weeks, days etc. Similar works were done in [6] and 
[8] incorporating multiple granularities of time intervals (e.g. first working day of every 
month) from which both cyclic and user defined calendar patterns can be achieved.    
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Our approach is different from the above approaches. We are considering the fact 
that some items are seasonal or appear frequently in the transactions for certain short 
time intervals only. They appear in the transactions for a short time and then 
disappear for a long time. After this they may again reappear for a certain period and 
this process may repeat. For these item sets if their life span is considered as defined 
in [2] in calculating their support values, they may not turn out to be frequent. These 
items may lead to interesting association rules with large confidence values.  In this 
paper we calculate the support values of these sets locally in a particular season or in 
the time interval in which it is appearing frequently and if they are frequent in the 
time interval under consideration then we call these sets locally frequent sets. The 
large time gap in which they do not appear is not counted. This new method will be 
able to extract all frequent sets discovered by the algorithm described in [2] and some 
more sets that are frequent according to the way in which we are defining locally 
frequent sets. We also define periodic frequent sets and periodic association rules. As 
mentioned in the previous paragraph similarly works were also done in [7], [6] and 
[8]. But in all these methods the user should have prior information about the periods, 
which are required to be given as input. Also for different item sets the periods or 
cycles may differ. Our algorithm finds the periods for itemsets in a natural way 
without having any prior information about these.  

3   Terms, Notations and Symbols Used 

Let T = <to, t1,…………..> be a sequence of time stamps over which a linear ordering 
< is defined where ti < tj means ti denotes a time which is earlier than tj. Let I denote a 
finite set of items and the transaction database D is a collection of transactions where 
each transaction has a part which is a subset of the itemset I and the other part is a 
time-stamp indicating the time in which the transaction had taken place. We assume 
that D is ordered in the ascending order of the time stamps. For time intervals we 
always consider closed intervals of the form [t1, t2] where t1 and t2 are time stamps.  
We say that a transaction is in the time interval [t1, t2] if the time stamp of the 
transaction say t is such that t1 ≤ t ≤ t2.  We define the local support of an itemset in a 
time interval [t1, t2] as the ratio of the number of transactions in the time interval [t1, 
t2] containing the itemset to the total number of transactions in [t1, t2] for the whole 

database D. We use the notation ],[ 21 ttSup (X) to denote the support of the itemset X 

in the time interval [t1, t2]. Given a threshold σ we say that an itemset X is frequent in 

[t1,t2] if ],[ 21 ttSup (X) ≥ (σ/100)* tc where tc denotes the total number of transactions 

in D that are in the time interval [t1,t2].  We say that an association rule X ⇒ Y, where 
X and Y are itemsets holds in the time interval [t1, t2] if and only if given threshold τ, 

        0.100/)(/)( ],[],[ 2121
τ≥∪ XSupYXSup tttt  

and X∪Y is frequent in [t1, t2]. In this case we say that the confidence of the rule is τ.  
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For each locally frequent itemset we keep a list of time intervals in which the set is 
frequent where each interval is represented as [start, end] where start and end gives 
the starting and ending time of the time-interval. end – start gives the length of the 
time interval. Given two intervals [start1,end1] and [start2, end2] if the intervals are 
non-overlapping and start2 > end1 then start2 – end1 gives the distance between the 
time intervals. 

4   Algorithm Proposed 

4.1   Generating Locally Frequent Sets 

While constructing locally frequent sets, with each locally frequent set a list of time-
intervals is maintained in which the set is frequent. Two thresholds minthd1 and 
minthd2 are used and these are given as input. During execution, while making a pass 
through the database, if for a particular itemset the time gap between its current time-
stamp and the time when it was last seen is less than the value of minthd1 then the 
current transaction is included in the current time-interval under consideration; 
otherwise a new time-interval is started with the current time-stamp as the starting 
point. The support count of the item set in the previous time interval is checked to see 
whether it is frequent in that interval or not and if it is then it is added to the list 
maintained for that set. Also for the locally frequent sets a minimum period length is 
given by the user as minthd2 and time intervals of length greater than or equal to this 
value are only kept. If minthd2 is not used than an item appearing once in the whole 
database will also become locally frequent. 

Procedure to compute L1, the set of all locally frequent item sets of size 1 

For each item while going through the database we always keep a time-stamp called 
lastseen that corresponds to the time when the item was last seen. When an item is 
found in a transaction and the time-stamp is tm and the time gap between lastseen and 
tm is greater than the current minimum threshold given, then a new time interval is 
started by setting start of the new time interval as tm and end of the previous time 
interval as lastseen. The previous time interval is added to the list maintained for that 
item provided that the duration of the interval and the support of the itemset in that 
interval are both greater than the minimum thresholds specified for each. Otherwise 
lastseen is set to tm, the counters maintained for counting transactions are increased 
appropriately and the process is continued.  Following is the algorithm to compute L1, 
the list of locally frequent sets of size 1. Suppose the number of items in the dataset 
under consideration is n and we assume an ordering among the items. 

Algorithm 4.1 

C1 = {(ik,tp[k]) : k = 1,2,…..,n}  
   where ik is the k-th item and tp[k] points to a list of time intervals initially empty. 
 for k = 1 to n do 
       set lastseen[k], itemcount[k]and transcount[k]  to zero 
for each transaction t in the database with time stamp tm do 
  {for k = 1 to n do 
         { if {ik} ⊆ t then 
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             { if(lastseen[k] == 0) 
                  {lastseen[k] = firstseen[k] = tm; 
                   itemcount[k] = transcount[k] = 1; 
                  } 
               else  if (tm – lastseen[k] < minthd1) 
                       {lastseen[k]=tm; itemcount[k]++;     
                        transcount[k]++; 
                       } 
                   else 
                      {if ((|lastseen[k]–firstseen[k]|≥ minthd2)    
                         &&(itemcount[k]/transcount[k]*100 ≥ σ)) 
                              add(firstseen[k], lastseen[k]) to tp[k]; 
                       itemcount[k] = transcount[k] = 1; 
                       lastseen[k] = firstseen[k] = tm; 
                     } 
             } 
         else transcount[k]++;  
      }    // end of k-loop //                      
  } // end of do loop // 
for k = 1 to n do 
 {if (|lastseen[k]–firstseen[k]|≥ mintdh2)and (itemcount[k] / transcount[k] * 100 ≥ 

σ) 
               add  (firstseen[k], lastseen[k] ) to tp[k]; 
    if(tp[k] != 0) add {ik, tp[k]} to L1 

 } 

Two support counts are kept, itemcount and transcount. If the count percentage of 
an item in a time interval is greater than the minimum threshold then only the set is 
considered as a locally frequent set. 

After this Apriori candidate generation algorithm is used to find candidate frequent 
set of size 2. With each candidate frequent set of size two we associate a list of time 
intervals that are obtained in the pruning phase. In the generation phase this list is 
empty. If all subsets of a candidate set are found in the previous level then this set is 
constructed. The process is that when the first subset appearing in the previous level is 
found then that list is taken as the list of time intervals associated with the set. When 
subsequent subsets are found then the list is reconstructed by taking all possible pair 
wise intersection of subsets one from each list. Sets for which this list is empty are 
further pruned. Using this concept we describe below the modified A priori algorithm 
for the problem under consideration. 

Algorithm 4.2  

Modified A priori 

 Initialize  
 k = 1; 
C1 = all item sets of size 1 
L1 = {frequent item sets of size 1 where with each itemset {ik} a list tp[k] is 

maintained  which gives all time  intervals in which the set is frequent} 
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          L1 is computed using algorithm 1.1 */ 
for(k = 2; Lk-1 ≠ φ ; k++) do 
       { Ck = apriorigen(Lk-1) 
        /* same as the candidate generation method of the  A priori algorithm setting 

tp[i] to  
          zero for all i*/ 
        prune(Ck); 
        drop all lists of time intervals maintained with the  sets in Ck 
       Compute Lk from Ck. 
//Lk can be computed from Ck using the same procedure used for computing L1 // 
        k = k + 1 
      } 

 Answer = U
k

kL  

Prune(Ck) 

{Let m be the number of sets in Ck and let the sets be s1, s2,…, sm. Initialize the 
pointers tp[i] pointing  to  the list of time-intervals maintained with each set si to null 

for i = 1 to m do 
     {for each (k-1) subset d of si do 
          {if d ∉ Lk-1 then {Ck = Ck - {si, tp[i]}; break;} 
          else 
           {if (tp[i]==null) then set tp[i] to point to the list of  intervals  maintained 

for d 
            else 
                   {take all possible pair-wise intersection  of time intervals one from 

each    
                    list,   one list  maintained with tp[i] and the  other maintained with d 

and   
                    take this as  the list for tp[i] 
                   delete all time intervals whose size is less  than the value of minthd2  
                   if tp[i] is empty then {Ck = Ck - {si,tp[i]};   break; } 
                 }   
           }     
        }     
      }  
   } 
            

4.2   Generating Association Rules 

If an itemset is frequent in a time-interval [t1, t2] then all its subsets are also frequent in 
the time-interval [t1, t2]. But to generate the association rules as defined in section 3, 
we need the supports of the subsets in [t1, t2] which may not be available after 
application of the algorithm as defined in 4.1. For this one more scan of the whole 
database will be needed. For each association rule we attach an interval in which the 
association rule holds. 
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5   Extracting Periodic Patterns 

In the algorithm proposed in section 4 for each locally frequent set, a list of time 
intervals is maintained in which the set is frequent. In this list if we find that the 
distance between the intervals is almost equal (up to a small variation) then we call 
these frequent sets periodic frequent sets. Association rules that hold periodically are 
called periodic association rules.  

Now if the time-stamps of the transactions are the calendar dates more interesting 
patterns may be seen. In a market-basket database we normally will see that the sales 
of cold drinks go up in summer. So in each year in summer cold drink will become 
frequent. But this periodicity is of a special type. If we consider only the month and 
day associated with the transactions, then the periods in which an item set is frequent 
will have large overlapping.  

6   Conclusion and Lines for Future Work 

An algorithm for finding frequent sets that are frequent in certain time periods called 
locally frequent sets in the paper is given. The technique used is similar to the A priori 
algorithm. From these locally frequent sets interesting rules may follow. Some of 
these locally frequent sets may be periodic in nature. We call these sets periodic 
frequent sets and the associated rules as periodic association rule and suggest methods 
of extracting these. 

For further improvement, instead of maintaining the time intervals as lists, other 
suitable data structures such as a balanced binary search tree could be used. Further, 
we are in the process of implementation the algorithm and are planning to test the 
algorithm using some standard data generators and real life data sets available in 
http://www.ics.uci.edu/ and http://www.almaden.ibm.com/.  
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